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and sentenced to 36 months incarceration with 1 year supervised release.

Stop Huntingdon Animal Cruelty, USA ("SHAC") was a not-for-profit corporation
incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal place of
business located in New Jersey. SHAC is an organization first started in the United
Kingdom and then incorporated in the United States. SHAC was formed to interrupt the
business of HLS and ultimately to force it to cease operations altogether due to its use
of animals for research and testing. SHAC has used a multi-pronged attack against
HLS targeting its workers and shareholders as well as companies (and their
employees) which received services from, or provided them to, HLS. SHAC distributed
a newsletter and operated a series of websites that disseminated its animal rights
ideology and furthered its mission by, among other things, posting information relating
to individuals and organizations that SHAC targeted for action. This information
included the names, addresses and other personal information about individuals who
were employed by HLS and other targeted companies. 

SHAC embarked on a campaign to enlist animal rights activists to engage in activity
meant to harm the business of HLS in any manner available. The defendants used
e-mail and web-based communications to disseminate information and coordinate the
campaign to shut down HLS. The defendants espoused and encouraged others to
engage in "direct action," which as described by SHAC involved activities that "operate
outside the confines of the legal system." For instance, the SHAC Website posted what
it termed the "top 20 terror tactics," which described "direct actions" that could be taken
against companies or individuals such as: demonstrations at one's home using a
loudspeaker; abusive graffiti, posters and stickers on one's car and house; invading
offices and, damaging property and stealing documents; chaining gates shut, and
blocking gates; physical assault including spraying cleaning fluid into one's eyes;
smashing the windows of one's house while the individual's family was at home;
flooding one's home while the individual was away; vandalizing one's car; firebombing
one's car; bomb hoaxes; threatening telephone calls and letters including threats to kill
or injure one's partner or children; e-mail bombs in an attempt to crash computers;
sending continuous black faxes causing fax machines to burn out; telephone blockades
by repeated dialing to prevent the use of the telephone; and arranging for an
undertaker to call to collect one's body.

SHAC conducted telephone and e-mail blitzes, fax blitzes and computer blockades
against HLS in order to divert HLS employees from their regular work. Information
would be disseminated through the SHAC Website to coordinate computer attacks on
HLS with the intent of causing damage to, or shutting down, HLS' computer systems.
SHAC posted the names, addresses, home telephone numbers and other personal
information of HLS employees on the SHAC Website and encourage people to engage
in acts of harassment and intimidation against those HLS employees at their homes,
through mailings, telephone calls, home demonstrations, vandalism of their real and
personal property and other "direct action," in an attempt to place them in reasonable
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fear of serious bodily injury and/or death and cause targets to resign from HLS and
thereby further disrupt HLS' business activities.

Inmate  communications warrant heightened controls and review due to the
fact that he has espoused his anti-government beliefs verbally and in written
communications; demonstrated the ability to plan, organize and carry out his plans
without detection; used communications methods (internet, e-mail, telephone, fax) to
conduct his crimes; maintains contact with other eco-terrorist persons in this country
and others.  While incarcerated and through social correspondence and articles written
for radical publications, inmate  has continue to espouse anti-government
views, demonstrated his support for “direct action” to be used against the government
and corporations and has indicated he was writing, for publication, a book or books
regarding tactics and means to achieve goals toward direct action.

In December 2007, inmate  received an incident report for Using
Unauthorized Equipment / Machinery.  The institution had precluded inmate 
from utilizing any inmate use computer and had issued the inmate an incident report for
using the personal access code of another inmate to access a computer. Inmate

 admitted to fraudulently using the computer to type personal letters and a
manuscript.  All of the material was deleted prior to staff gaining access to the account,
though some was later obtained when the inmate attempted to mail the items from the
institution through general correspondence.  Inmate  was sanctioned to nine
months loss of telephone privilege.   

One of the letters typed on the computer described tactics, methodology and
organizations associated with environmental movements.  The document was
presented to SIS staff for review prior to being mailed.  Inmate  presented the
intended recipient was a web site entitled the Abolitionist-Online,
http://www.abolitionist-online.com.  The web site indicates the group is, "A Voice for
Animal Rights," and a disclaimer reads: "DISCLAIMER: The information on this website
is for the purpose of legal protest and information only. It should not be used to commit
any criminal acts or harassment. The Abolitionist-Online does not encourage any illegal
activities."

In the letter, inmate  answered questions reportedly provided by the
publication.  Questions included descriptions of the inmate's daily routine, information
on a book he is writing, his ideas on the future of animal liberation, inmates he
associates with, underground music, prisoner support, the future of the movement and
his politics.  

In descriptions of a book he is writing to be entitled, "The Blueprint," inmate 
stated the book was, "part memoir and part tactical manual," written for, "catharsis and
partly as revenge," and detailed, "a surgical map of the Achilles' heel to capitalism."
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Inmate  stated, "animal liberation to me is part of a totality of liberation," and
he hoped, "all animal liberationists see their fight for animal liberation as a fight against
capitalism."  Describing the future of the movement, inmate  made the
following statements: "I hope people will start acting more and talking less.  We spend
so much time critiquing tactics or methodology or organizations.  The animals don't
care about our tactics, our organizations or our dialectics; they are in cages or having
their throats slit, or being taken apart on necropsy tables as we debate in forums.  They
need to get free.  We should morally support every one from litigants, to H.S.U.S, to the
most radical factions; anyone who is doing anything has my love, because the animals
need to get free."  "Prisoners need to see that the cause did not come to prison with
them, that it is out there alive and kicking with steel toed boots."  "We need to stay
creative, and we need not be scared, we don't need to be as radical as we sometimes
are, but we need to be active and vigilant all of the time, because ultimately the animals
have no one else."  

On March 13, 2007, inmate  was also sanctioned for incident codes 327, 
Contacting Public without Authorization, and 397, Phone Abuse, non-Criminal.  He was
sanctioned to six months loss of phone privilege.  
  2.  Proposed Transfer Code:  324 / Program Participation3.  CIM Assignment: None4.  STG Assignment: 5.  Release Destination: New Jersey6.  Medical Status: Inmate  is a Care Level 1 inmate.  There are no medical
concerns which would preclude his placement in MAR CMU.  7.  Does Inmate Concur With Transfer:  The inmate's opinion was not solicited.8.  Additional Pertinent Information: Inmate  is a 29 year old, white, male. 
He is scheduled for release on 05-06-2009 via Good Conduct Time Release.  He is an
IN custody inmate with MEDIUM security level.  His disciplinary history includes
sanctioned incident reports for codes 318, Using Unauthorized Equipment / Machinery,
327, Contacting Public without Authorization, and 397, Phone Abuse, non-Criminal.

STG
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NOTICE TO INMATE OF TRANSFER TO COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT UNIT

U.S DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS

Inmate Name Last First Middle Register Number

Warden print and signature stitution

Lisa Hollingsworth SP Marion Illinois

NOTICE This notice informs y43rour transfer to Federal Bureau of

Prisons Bureau facility that allows greater management of your communication
with persons in the community through more effective monitoring of your
telephone use written correspondence and visiting Your communication by
these methods may be limited as necessary to allow effective monitoring Your

general conditions of confinement in this unit may also be restricted as

necessary to provide greater management of your communications Your transfer
to this unit by itself will have no effect on the length of your
incarceration You will continue to earn good-conduct sentence credit in

accordance with Bureau policy

Based on this information your transfer to this facility for greater
communication management is necessary to the safe secure and orderly operation
of Bureau institutions or protection of the public Your continued designation
to this facility will be reviewed regularly by your Unit Team under
circumstances providing you notice and an opportunity to be heard in accordance
with the Bureaus policy on Classification and Program Review of Inmates

INSTRUCTIONS TO STAFF Provide the inmate copy of this form and complete
the following information documenting delivery

Staff Member Name and Staff Member signature Date Issued
Position printed

Your transfer to this facility under these conditions is based on the

following specific information

Your offense conduct included Conspiracy to Disrupt an Animal Testing
Enterprise You have been identified as member of the Animal Liberation
Front ALF and Stop Huntington Animal Cruelty SHAC groups considered
domestic terrorist organizations Your offense conduct included using
communication devices to commit your offenses including internet e-mail fax
and telephones Your incarceration conduct has included misuse of telephone
communications and inmate access computers Your contact with persons in the

community requires heightened controls and review

OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAL TRANSFER DECISION You may appeal this transfer

decision or any conditions of your confinement through the Bureaus
Administrative Remedy Program 28 C.F.R SS 542.10 through 542.19 and

corresponding policy member of your Unit Team will provide you with the

necessary form upon request
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